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Free brain games apps for android

We shuffle around our usual weekly app roundup format. Normally we bully all AC editors to submit their favorite apps before the weekend, and we've generally done the trick, but we think we can do better. Thanks to newsrooms, I can spend more time on apps and take the reins of weekly optomet care, so AC editors can handle sat, device reviews, editorials
and other top-shelf content in a useful way. Our biggest goal is to help you find apps you've never seen before, and at the end of that we'll focus exclusively on new apps that have been launched all week, five of the best new Android games and five of the best new Android apps arrested. Older, high-quality apps can still get a place to shine, but you'll see
more in dedicated reviews, news posts about updates, and theme app roundups. As always we accept feedback, so feel free to sound in the comments if you have any thoughts. Anyway, get into the best Android apps and games released this week! Shadow Fight 2 Shadow Fight 2 continues the tradition of smoothly moving side scrolling fights between
silhouettes. Unlike most common button mashers, you should carefully look at the attack time, look at the distance, and pay attention to your opponent. Progress through long story modes to upgrade your equipment and characters to suit your play style. Free, IAP - Now Modern Combat 5 the world's first mobile first-person shooter has finally abandoned in-app
purchases. The graphics are great, there are powerful multiplayer, and there are tons of unlocks. Take a closer look at the full Modern Battle 5 review to take a look at the live gameplay and get a feel for something new. Batman Arkham Origins Batman Arkham Origins provides fast and touch-friendly brawlers. The villains lowered their well-trained fists, fed
large amounts of bears, upgraded their gear, and switched costumes for a while to appease their ardent fans. Mini-games throughout each fight require precise precision to succeed, even for the little ones. Are you bat enough to take on the likes of Stroke of Death? Download Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles now and the official Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
game has started leading up to a cool looking movie - Free, IAP. The cell adopts shady comic art style and finger-friendly controls. The leap between schreders goons responds to attacks, launch their own quick attacks, and lay on the wicked through various attacks with a swipe. Over time unlock new equipment for your favorite turtles, or just pay your way to
the top with in-app purchases. $2.99, IAP - Now Lion Heart Tactics Lion Heart Tactics is a fresh turn-based strategy game set in a high fantasy world full of evil doors that need sminging. Players build the power of heroes, and unlock their unique skills in all 16 classes belonging to one of each. Work on 3D battlefields where positioning is important. There is a
load of single players. Now Facetune Facetune is a photo editing app that organizes selfies and makes them look unnaturally perfect - free, IAP. Make clear blemishes, whiten teeth, and even make small twists on crooked parts of the face. You can also remove stray hair or fill bald patches. Of course, these edits can be as extensive or subtle as you want.
Anyone who tends to take a lot of portraits with their Android device can stand to pick it up. Microsoft account is still using something Microsoft account, but wants to have a lock on security, the Android authentication app went live this week. Whenever your account requires authentication, you'll see a blip in the notification tray. Just tap on it and it's good that
you keep going. Security is always good, right? Amazon Wallet Amazon is trying its own way to make Google Wallet a competitor. Beta apps don't yet support payments, but you can hide all loyalty and rewards program information and securely back it up to the cloud. Bamboo Paper is a highly stylish note taking app designed for use with bamboo paper stylus.
Choose from a variety of brushes, organize your creations with a variety of laptops, and share them online if you're satisfied. There are no nickels and weeds for additional brush types or colors. Jink end of the line! Hopefully you guys are preparing for a fun-filled Halloween, but we won't allow october slips without rounding out the best Android games and
Android apps released in the last 30 days. Google and Microsoft have some really exciting new apps available this month. It also truly launches a fantastic turnout for many new games of AAA titles. We always want to hear what you guys have installed, so be sure to hit the comments with your favorite new apps. With that, let's dig into our top 10 new Android
apps released in October. Republique is a beautiful stealth adventure game about avoiding the eyes of Big Brother and revealing a totalitarian dystopian plot. Avoiding guards, collecting clues, and using a variety of hacking abilities, the core gameplay combines powerful storylines, original voice acting, and cinematic-quality motion capture with graphics nicely.
There are many hidden objectives to unearth, and you can enjoy three full-bodied episodes. Grab your season pass and capture new episodes as soon as they're released. Mana Secrets is Super Nintendo's classic role-playing game that has been lovingly implanted on Android by Square Enix. Jump into real-time combat with ring menu system to help you
adjust tactics on the fly, absorbed in lush high fantasy stories about tyrants looking for angry gods and tyrants Power. Mana's secret for Android supports hardware controllers if you really want to mimic an old-fashioned experience. Wolves among us also leave Sheriff Bigby's control players with temper issues that happen to be wolves. The game takes place
in Fabletown and, as expected, there are many characters that come from childhood stories. These people should use magic to disguise themselves and not disturb New Yorkers, but it's not always easy. The first episode begins with a encounter with a well-known enemy of wolves in Little Red Riding Hood, Usman. How you deal with every situation is up to
you, and every decision has a lasting impact on the rest of the story. Don't let your comic art style or folk roots fool you. Wolf among us is an adult game with a lot of good things. Free, IAP - Now Ice Winddale has made the leap to mobile and well-loved D&amp;D It is a game. Old-school gamers will be pleased to see the classic dungeon quest battle, which is
closely attached to the second day. Edition Advanced Dungeons &amp; Dragon Rules, and a rich fantasy story with quarterly conversation options (most of which are original voice acting). You can level the party and get the spoils as usual, but there are a few welcome additions to the true formula that have been tried. Co-op, a cross-platform multiplayer,
connects with friends, try 30 new kits and classes for size, and help you gear up to dozens of new spells and items. Botanicula comes from the makers of the Macinerium and similarly has an off-the-killer art style and a unique sense of humor. Guide the creatures of five small forests through 150 carefully designed locales, each full of danger. Botanicula is kidfriendly, but it's not all that appealing to older audiences either. Changes in perspective, challenging use of the party's ability, and split-second decisions are bound to keep even hardened gamers entertained. Autodesk has revamped their free hand drawing app for Android, and the new version is fantastic. Some of the brushes offered by fine-tuning various
brushes are available through in-app purchases. When you set up your account, the layer editor and mirroring tools are unlocked and you can connect to DeviantArt to share things instantly. Tablet and smartphone screen sizes are supported. If you doodle, the sketchbook is worth downloading. Free, IAP - Now Inbox Download is a re-image of Google
processing e-mail, bundled in its notifications, along with shrinking similar messages. Especially important messages will bubble to the top, and Google will get useful information from external sources for specific messages. You can also snooze email and reminders, so you can adjust them on threads that you're not directly involved in, or actions that you can
get right now. For now, you need an invitation to use your inbox, but Google seems to be very free to give it to you. Google also launched the Bare Bones Fitness Tracking app Eventually, you'll connect to a wide range of apps and get great support for Wear devices. Auto-input is a fantastic new plugin for taskers. Auto-input allows you to automatically fire
touch and enter events after a specific trigger. This means you can now seamlessly automate interactions with any app on your Android device. After a certain time, you will be logged in after activating airplane mode or after a voice command. The input can also be used as a trigger itself. For example, gestures on the home screen can open an app, launch a
search query, or do anything a small heart wants. Tinker will have a field day with automatic input. djay 2 is a music app for professional mixers equipped with all the online and hardware connections you may need. Carry it off the track on Spotify, or use what you've saved locally. Mix directly on your Android smartphone or tablet, or with a DJ MIDI controller.
djay 2 can automatically synchronize the rhythm between the two tracks and apply all kinds of distortions such as filter equalizer, gate, etc. Pop in your own audio samples but screw around with the tempo you like. Anyone serious about making music will find a lot of useful tools in djay 2. Travel &amp; Notes is a new social app that connects people to the
routes they travel. This is an interesting spin on a location-based network that usually focuses on the destination itself. Leave tips, check in on your trip, and connect with fellow travellers. Travel and Notes is one of a bunch of experimental apps microsoft announced this month, including BingTalk, CityZen, and the next lock screen. Screen.
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